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For a little girl who loved beading and jewelry, the choice was obvious. What 
better artist to write about for an elementary school art class report than Frida 
Kahlo? “Kahlo always had the most amazing jewelry in her paintings,” says 
Lauren Wimmer ’94. “And when I was older, I recognized that the jewelry was 
often deeply symbolic.”

Now, Lauren’s love of symbolism, ceremony, and texture shines through in 
her own art – her jewelry. Her pieces have been displayed and sold in museum 
and specialty stores around the globe, including the Art Institute of Chicago, 
the Barnes Museum in Philadelphia, the Institute of Contemporary Art in Bos-
ton, the Philadelphia Museum, Bergdorf Goodman, and Henri Bendel.

Lauren, whose mother was an artist and art professor at the University of 
Wisconsin, grew up surrounded by the visual arts. Ten years in Catholic school 
exposed her also to the intricate symbolism of the church’s iconography, and 
centuries of magnificent painting, sculpture, and architecture. “Our Catholicism 
included a healthy dose of irreverence from my mom,” she says. “But I learned 
to embrace the beauty of the devotional objects.” 

During Lauren’s years at Choate Rosemary Hall, the most enduring impact 
on her aesthetic sense came from a semester in Italy, and from her classics 
teacher, Diana Beste. “She brought the language, the personalities, the history 
to life,” Lauren says. Lauren became intrigued with the fall of Rome, “obsessed” 
with what was preserved in the archaeology of Pompeii, and drawn to the 
physical materials of the classical world. “There is something moving about the 
texture of objects that have aged,” she says, “and that have shaped themselves 
out of ruins.”

Sometimes, Lauren designs what she imagines literary characters might 
wear. She went through a major Dickens phase, and some of her creations 
reflect, for instance, the tangles at Satis House described in Great Expectations. 
Another favorite is Japanese writer Haruki Murakami. “I love visualizing the 
portals described in his work,” Lauren says, “and how he takes seemingly every-
day things and turns them into otherworldly tokens.”

At Wellesley, where she majored in art history and sculpture, Lauren used 
the school’s foundry to learn casting and fell in love with creating clay models 
and pouring bronze. She also spent another semester in Italy, absorbing the 
ruins, churches, and galleries, and experimenting with printmaking – an expe-
rience that reinforced her preference for working in three dimensions. 

But when she moved to New York after graduation, she had to scale down 
the size of her three-dimensional creations. While working at a gallery special-
izing in African and Oceanic art, and then briefly in marketing, she took classes 
in metalcrafting and wax carving. “Those courses dovetailed with my lifelong 
compulsion to work with beading of all kinds,” Lauren says, “and, at that point, 
jewelry chose me.” She began selling her work and, in 2003, quit her day job 
and made Lauren Wimmer Jewelry (www.laurenwimmer.com) her full-time 
occupation. 
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It’s not an easy business, with a great deal of competition, and an expectation  
that the artist will make products available through wholesale, retail, craft shows,  
and online outlets. Especially now that she is, with her husband, Odinn Johnson 
’94, the parent of two young children, Lauren says that she is “less interested 
in hustling and schlepping” (although she does some shows and sells from her 
website), and more focused on establishing ongoing relationships with clients. 
“I’ve never been interested in chasing trends,” she says. “I’m designing for 
someone who knows her own sense of style.”

Lauren’s line includes her “cast,” “beaded,” and “wrapped” collections.  
The “cast” collection explores the balance between organic and geometric  
– abstracted forms that are also reminiscent of the natural world. For these, 
Lauren carves in wax the models that are then cast in silver or gold; after casting,  
she does the finish work. For her “strung” pieces of beaded jewelry, she adds 
materials such as bone, wood, horn, and glass to pearls, rock crystals, and semi-
precious stones. The “wrapped” collection is her most recent addition. Responding 
to a request from her brother’s fiancée for embellished napkin rings to comple-
ment simple wedding china, Lauren developed a process for making jewelry 
from hand-dyed silk ribbons and hollow metal rings. 

“I like to keep my designs on the edge of abstract so that people can see 
what they want to in the objects,” Lauren says. “And my goal going forward is  
to spend less time on marketing and more time working on the pieces and  
interacting with clients. Trends don’t hold meaning. If you have a piece of 
mine, I want it to be special for you, something that will last, and that you  
will cherish.”
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